Fast-Track Waste Shipment Notifications
Making legal waste shipments faster & easier
Freeing up resources to combat real illegal waste shipments

Chris Slijkhuis
Müller-Guttenbrunn Group
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Of a true circular economy

Conformity to Standards
Downstream controls
Legal compliance

Raw Material Recovery
Energy Savings
CO2 savings

Recycler
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That illegal exports are effectively being stopped
• Illegal exports of harmful stuff
• To nations with lower environmental standards
• In order to avoid environmental harm
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In which the authorities get the resources and focus
• Rather than spending much of their time on checking compliant recyclers
• Reducing workload for notifications to compliant recyclers
• Thus freeing up resources….. to attack these true illegal exports
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That the the big waiting finally stops........
 That notifications come quick
 No huge files are required anymore
 Non-added value analyses are not needed
 Recyclable materials flow as primary materials
 The frustration level goes down

We are celebrating a 2nd anniversary this month

Celebrating a second anniversary........

Notification anniversary this month

Two years later……no material has been delivered yet ….. unacceptable

Something has to be done to speed this up.
 Possible solution Art. 14 WSR
 Concept presented at EuRIC Conference 2016

 Concept named „Fast Tracks Notifications“
 Is now a New Green Deal Project under NSRR

 Officially lauched last September
 Involving HKS and MGG as companies
 And competent authorities of NL, AT, BE, UK & FR
There was a second workshop of the Fast Track Notification project last month

The NSRR project towards “Fast-Track Notifications”
How can “business processes” be created that create confidence
 There is a need for a set of harmonized business rules for pre-consents
 When is a notification request to a pre-consented treatment facility complete?
 Discuss and figure out an alternative to current financial guarantee
 Once ready try this out for a fast-track notification between HKS and MGG Metran
 Scale up
 Propose as model for new reworked WSR 2020

Fast-Track Notifications towards a true Circular Economy in Europe…….

Fast-Track Notification “Baseline” requirements
Application treated by:

Centralized Competent authority

The pre-consent is issued by:

Centralized Competent authority

Pre-consent can be granted for:

Materials for recovery (R-Codes) - R13 only if pre-stage for other R-Codes

Requirements for a pre-consent:

1. Facility details - addresses of office, treatment facility registers, responsible
manager
2. A certain time of experience with the recovery processes (details to be agreed)
3. A good crimininal track record - linked to specified environmental crimes that
still need to be defined company related (wording to be finalized)
4. Proof of good conduct of appilcant - manager related
5. The faciity is required to be ISO 14001 or EMAS (or equivelent) certified
6. Waste Code listing for pre-consent needs to be defined with EU Waste Code
7. Description of the waste treatment process per EWC Code
8. For recovery facilities using best available technologies
9. Current excerpt from the commercial register

Duration of pre-consent:

10 years, can be revoked.

Pre-Consent decision contains:

Facility details - addresses of office, treatment facility
Confirmation of pre-consent
List of Wastes covered by pre-consent
Pre-consents are reported annually to EU Commission

Duration of the treatment of a notification request: 7 days after confirmation of receipt.

Fast-Track Notifications need to be based upon mutually recognized pre-consents

When is a Fast-Track Notification request is complete
Part 1: Information to be supplied on, or annexed to, the notification document:

Req'd

1. Serial number or other accepted identifier of the notification document and intended total number of Shipments
2. Notifier's name, address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, registration number and contact person
3. If the notifier is not the producer: producer's (producers') name, address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail adsress and contact person
4. Dealer's (dealers') or broker's (brokers') name, address, telephone number, fax number, e‑mail address and contact person, where the notifier has
authorised him in accordance with point 15 of Article 2.
5. Recovery or disposal facility's name, address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, registration number, contact person, technologies
employed and possible status as pre-consented in accordance with Art.14
6. Consignee's name, address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, registration number and contact person
7. Intended carrier's (carriers') and/or their agent's (agents') name, address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, registration number and
contact person.
8. Country of dispatch and relevant competent authority.
9. Countries of transit and relevant competent authorities.
10. Country of destination and relevant competent authority.
11. Single notification or general notification. If general notification, period of validity requested.
12. Date(s) envisaged for start of the shipment(s).
13. Means of transport envisaged.
14. Intended routing (point of exit from and entry into each country concerned, including customs offices of entry into and/or exit from and/or export
from the Community) and intended route (route between points of exit and entry), including possible alternatives, also in case of unforeseen
circumstances.

yes
yes
yes

15. Evidence of registration of the carrier(s) regarding waste transports (e.g. a declaration certifying its existence).

yes

16. Designation of the waste on the appropriate list, the source(s), description, composition and any hazardous characteristics. In the case of waste
from various sources, also a detailed inventory of the waste.
17. Estimated maximum and minimum quantities.
18. Type of packaging envisaged.
19. Specification of the recovery or disposal operation(s) as referred to in Annexes II A and II B to Directive 2006/12/EC

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

tbd
??
yes
yes

Proposal is to send in a copy of the preconsent document instead of 20 a,b,c
and d

20. If the waste is destined for recovery:
(a) the planned method of disposal for the non-recoverable fraction after recovery;
(b) the amount of recovered material in relation to non-recoverable waste;
(c) the estimated value of the recovered material;
(d) the cost of recovery and the cost of disposal of the non-recoverable fraction.
21. Evidence of insurance against liability for damage to third parties (e.g. a declaration certifying its existence).
22. Evidence of a contract (or a declaration certifying its existence) between the notifier and consignee for the recovery or disposal of the waste that
has been concluded and is effective at the time of the notification, as required in the second subparagraph, point 4 of Article 4 and in Article 5.
23. A copy of the contract or evidence of the contract (or a declaration certifying its existence) between the producer, new producer or collector and the
broker or dealer, in the event that the broker or dealer acts as Notifier
24. Evidence of a financial guarantee or equivalent insurance (or a declaration certifying its existence if the competent authority so allows) that has
been established and is effective at the time of the notification or, if the competent authority which approves the financial guarantee or equivalent
insurance so allows, at the latest when the shipment starts, as required in the second subparagraph, point 5 of Article 4 and in Article 6.
25. Certification by the notifier that the information is complete and correct to the best of his/her knowledge.
26. When the notifier is not the producer in accordance with point 15(a)(i) of Article 2, the notifier shall ensure that the producer or one of the persons
indicated in point 15(a)(ii) or (iii) of Article 2, where practicable, also signs the notification document provided for in Annex IA.
Green = requirement

Only borders crossings should be enough
for pre-consents, as these are
recoverable materials.
A listing of transporters with registration
numbers of the permits for notified
waste shipments with simple statement
of insurance suffices - there needs to be
a mutual reconginition of national
permits. Need for a database of
registered carriers.
Many analyses asked do not have added
value - the waste codes describe the
recoverable wastes clearly - further
discussion necessary

yes
yes

tbd

This should be a discussion that we
should expand on, the current system of
financiual guarantees binds to much
capital and takes far too much time.
This is an open door - should not be a
requirement

White = not a requirement
Yellow = please discuss within the Competent Authority for the next meeting.

For raw materials for secondary products a simplified notification process is needed…….

Part three of the notification question list...

Part 3: Additional information and documentation that may be requested by the competent authorities:
1. The type and duration of the authorisation pursuant to which the recovery or disposal facility operates.
2. Copy of the permit issued in accordance with Articles 4 and 5 of Directive 96/61/EC.
3. Information concerning the measures to be taken to ensure transport safety.
4. The transport distance(s) between the notifier and the facility, including possible alternative routes, also in case of unforeseen circumstances and, in the event of intermodal transport,
the place where the transfer will take place.
5. Information about costs of transport between the notifier and the facility.
6. Copy of the registration of the carrier(s) regarding the waste transport.
7. Chemical analysis of the composition of the waste.
8. Description of the production process of the waste.
9. Description of the treatment process of the facility which receives the waste.
10. The financial guarantee or equivalent insurance or a copy thereof.
11. Information concerning the calculation of the financial guarantee or equivalent insurance as required in the second subparagraph, point 5 of Article 4 and in Article 6.
12. Copy of the contracts referred to in Part 1, points 22 and 23.
13. Copy of the policy of insurance against liability for damage to third parties.

14. Any other information which is pertinent to the assessment of the notification in accordance with this Regulation and national legislation.

This kind of legal texts ask for endless notification processes……

Yes, we are making progress with the dream of Fast Tracks coming through

But, we are not yet there…..this project requires to go through a lot of details
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Fast-Track Notifications

Freeing up energy and resources for the sake of the development of a Circular Economy

